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Abstract

Phase change material (PCM) is considered as one of the most effective thermal energy storage (TES) systems to balance energy
supply and demand. A key challenge in designing efficient PCM-based TES systems lies in the enhancement of heat transmission
during phase transition. This study numerically examines the privilege of employing twisted-fin arrays inside a shell-and-tube latent
heat storage unit to improve the solidification performance. The presence of twisted fins contributes to the dominating role of heat
conduction by their curved shapes, which restricts the role of natural convection but largely aids the overall heat-transfer process
during solidification. The heat-discharge rate of twisted-fin configuration is increased by ∼14 and ∼55% compared to straight fin and
no fin configurations—leading to a reduction in the solidification duration by ∼13 and ∼35%, respectively. The solidification front at
various times has also been assessed through a detailed parametric study over the fin height, fin pitch number, and fin thickness.
Over the range of values assumed, the fin height is the most dominant parameter – increasing the heat-retrieval rate from 10.0 to 11.4
W and decreasing the discharge time from above 3600 to 2880 s by varying the fin height from 2.5 to 7.5 mm.
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Nomenclature
Am: Mushy zone constant (-)
Cp : Specific heat-transfer coefficient (J kg−1 K−1)
g : Gravity (m s−2)
k : Thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1)
Lf : Latent heat (J kg−1)
P : Pressure (Pa)
tm : Melting/solidification time (s)
T : Temperature (K)−→
V : Velocity (m s−1)
Q̇ : Heat-discharging rate (W)

Greek symbols
β : Expansion coefficient (K−1)
λ: Liquid fraction (-)
μ: Viscosity (kg m−1 s−1)
ρ: PCM Density (kg m−3)
�H: PCM enthalpy of fusion (J kg−1)
h: PCM specific enthalpy (J kg−1)

Subscripts
S: Solid state of PCM
L: liquid state of PCM

1. Introduction
According to the recent report by International Energy Agency
(IEA), fossil-based energy resources including oil, coal, and natural
gas contribute to 81.3% of the total primary energy consumption
in 2019—each accounting for 30.9, 26.8, and 23.2%, respectively
(IEA, 2021). To meet the greenhouse gas emissions reduction tar-
gets set by the Paris Agreement, it is imperative to identify a sus-
tainable and carbon-free replacement for fossil fuels (Zhang et al.,
2016). The traditionally fossil-powered systems can be retrofitted
such that they consume renewable energy as the driving source (Li
& Wang, 2022). As such, there is a significant shift away from fossil
fuels toward the development of renewable energy technologies
(Yan et al., 2022). Among renewable resources, solar energy has
received a significant research impetus as an alternative source
of energy (Shahsavari & Akbari, 2018; He et al., 2022; Wang et al.,
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2022). To accelerate the uptake of solar energy, the main challenge
to overcome is the time delay or mismatch between energy sup-
ply and demand as a result of daily/hourly fluctuations of solar
resources caused by the day/night cycle as well as cloud cover
(Shahsavar et al., 2013, 2022; Ye, 2016, 2017; Wang & Tan, 2019; Ye
et al., 2019; Shi et al., 2022).

To accommodate the solar fluctuations and ensure an unin-
terrupted supply of energy, thermal energy storage (TES) technol-
ogy enables the storage of surplus thermal energy which can then
be used for downstream applications during high-demand peri-
ods (Chavan et al., 2022; Wu et al., 2022). TES systems are catego-
rized into latent heat TES (LHTES), sensible heat TES (SHTES), and
thermochemical TES (TCTES) (Reddy et al., 2018). Among these
technologies, SHTES requires a larger vessel relative to other op-
tions. TCTES, although offering high-energy storage density, is at
an early stage of research (Ibrahim et al., 2017). It has been ar-
gued that LHTES is a promising trajectory with a relatively low
cost, a high storage density, and the ability to store energy at a
constant or nearly constant temperature corresponding to the
phase-transition temperature of phase change materials (PCMs,
Sharma et al., 2009; Mahmood, 2019). PCMs are classified into
organic, inorganic, and eutectics. Further information about the
melting/freezing temperatures of the PCMs can be found in the
following references (Farid et al., 2004; Agyenim et al., 2010). Low
thermal conductivity is the main undesirable feature of most
PCMs excluding the metallic-based PCMs—affecting the response
rates during charging and discharging cycles, which eventually
lowers the energy performance of TES (Wang et al., 2018; Mahdi
et al., 2019). To tackle this, several approaches have been pro-
posed in the literature including geometry modification (Shah-
savar et al., 2019a, b), fin position (Jmal & Baccar, 2018; Mahdi et al.,
2018; Luo et al., 2022), nanoparticle addition (Mahdi & Nsofor, 2016,
2017a, 2018; Yan et al., 2019), nano-encapsulation (Ghalambaz et
al., 2019), magnetic field (Ghalambaz et al., 2020), and use of metal
foams (Mahdi & Nsofor, 2017b; Ghalambaz & Zhang, 2020). There
is an increasing interest in the use of fins in LHTES systems—as
a means of improving the charging/discharging response—due to
the low-fabrication cost, easy installation, and high heat-transfer-
enhancement rate (Agyenim et al., 2009; Hosseinzadeh et al., 2021).
In this regard, the main emphasis has been placed on the con-
figurations of fins as well as the optimization of their geometric
parameters (Gao et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2022). The most conven-
tional shape of fins employed in LHTES systems includes longitu-
dinal and annular fins.

Focusing on longitudinal fins, Nóbrega et al. (2020) performed
experiments to assess the solidification performance of PCM
around finned tubes. Increasing the fin numbers and fin width
was associated with a reduction in the time to achieve complete
solidification. Following this work, the authors developed a corre-
lation for predicting the interface position, interface velocity, PCM
solidified mass and solidification time as a function of tube wall
temperature, fin numbers, and fin width and time (Nóbrega et al.,
2019). Patel and Rathod (2019) investigated the charging and dis-
charging processes of a triple-tube heat exchanger with different
arrangements of longitudinal fins. A case with internal-external
fins reduced the melting and solidification time by 60 and 57%,
respectively. Abdulateef et al. (2017, 2018) compared the solidifica-
tion and melting processes of PCM in a triple-tube heat exchanger
with longitudinal and triangular fins in various configurations.
The external triangular finned tube achieved the lowest solidifi-
cation time of 630 min—which was 6 and 30% lower than internal
and internal-external triangular fin configurations, respectively.
In a recent study by Huang and Yao (2021), the authors proposed

trapezoidal longitudinal fins distributed by the Fibonacci se-
quence as a means of enhancing the solidification performance
of an LHTES unit. They were able to shorten the solidification
time by 45.28% compared to the traditional quadrilateral fin. Has-
san et al. (2020) conducted experiments to compare the thermal
performance of a shell-and-tube LHTES system with longitudinal
and annular fin geometries. The saving in the charging time
in the case of annular fins was much larger than longitudinal
fins—reduced by ∼70 and ∼55% compared to the case with
no fins.

The results by Hassan et al. (2020) were part of a much larger
initiative for improving the thermal performance of a storage sys-
tem using annular fins. With this picture in mind, a great deal of
effort has been dedicated to the optimization of annular-fin geo-
metrical parameters. Erek et al. (2005) were among the first who
conducted experimental and numerical investigations of the so-
lidification performance of a shell-and-tube LHTES with annular
fins. The maximum 20% decrease in the solidification time was
achieved by either decreasing the fin space or increasing the fin
height. In 2013, AL-Abidi et al. (2013b) studied a triple-tube heat ex-
changer with the presence of annular fins to improve the charging
and discharging period of PCM. The number of fins was the most
dominant factor to achieve complete solidification in a shorter
time compared with the fin length and thickness. In a follow-up
numerical study by Jamal and Baccar (2015), the authors found
that there is insignificant benefit in the solidification process by
increasing the fin numbers beyond a certain point due to the PCM
liquid fraction effect on the thermo-convective development of
the flow. In the same line of thinking, Yang et al. (2017) focused
on optimizing the fin number, thickness, and interval to maximize
the heat transfer in a shell-and-tube LHTES unit fitted with annu-
lar fins. In a more recent study, Tiari et al. (2021) considered a con-
stant fin volume with varying length, thickness, and number in an
LHTES system to assess the charging and discharge processes. It
was found that doubling the fin numbers—with uniform length—
while halving the fin thickness decreased the discharging time by
79.2%. Geometrical optimization of annularly finned LHTES units
has been reported in the following papers (Pu et al., 2020; Yang et
al., 2020; Elmaazouzi et al., 2021).

According to the above-mentioned literature, there are several
studies dealing with the application of longitudinal and annular
fins to enhance the charging and discharging rates of the PCM. The
major significant observations from these studies are: (i) the melt-
ing and solidification times can be significantly reduced through
optimizing the fin geometry (i.e., height, thickness, and number),
(ii) in both configurations, the heat-transfer enhancement in hor-
izontally oriented TES systems attract more attention than that
using vertically oriented TES systems, and (iii) compared to longi-
tudinal and annular as conventional fin configurations, tree-like
(Hosseinzadeh et al., 2019; Huang & Liu, 2021), ladder-shaped (Liu
et al., 2022), and twisted (or spiral) (Youssef et al., 2018; Arasteh et
al., 2021; Ghalambaz et al., 2021a, b; Lu et al., 2021; Mashayekhi et
al., 2022a, b) fins have been suggested in the literature due to their
better enhancement capacity per system’s volume (Arasteh et
al., 2021; Mehta et al., 2021; Mashayekhi et al., 2022a). Among the
proposed alternatives, twisted fins are the promising candidate to
generate swirl flow in the liquid phase of PCM and, as a result, en-
hance flow mixing and disrupt the development of the boundary
layer. It should be noted that the contribution of convection heat-
transfer mechanism to the overall heat-transmission process is
intensified by increasing the flow mixing intensity. However, the
use of twisted fins in LHTES systems is less understood in the
literature.
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In recent studies by Ghalambaz et al. (2021a, b), the authors
employed twisted-fin arrays to improve the charging rate of the
PCM in a shell-and-tube heat exchanger. They were able to im-
prove the melting time by 42% in the case of a double-tube heat
exchanger (Ghalambaz et al., 2021a) and by 18% in the case of a
triple-tube heat exchanger (Ghalambaz et al., 2021b) compared to
the straight longitudinal fins using similar geometrical parame-
ters. The authors, however, did not analyze the discharging per-
formance of either double-tube or triple-tube LHTES systems with
the presence of twisted fins nor did they discuss the optimal fin
parameters to achieve an optimal discharging rate of the LHTES
system.

Reviewing the preceding papers reveals that there have been
ongoing attempts to enhance the thermal performance of PCMs
in the LHTES. The main focus of previous studies lies in optimiz-
ing longitudinal or annular fin parameters for LHTES systems.
The importance of twisted-fin arrays on the thermal behavior
of PCMs during the solidification process has not yet been thor-
oughly analyzed in the literature. As such, more insights are yet
to be gained especially with regard to fin parameters optimization.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first numerical
study examining the solidification performance of a shell-and-
tube LHTES unit with twisted-fin arrays. The solidification front
at various times is compared with the reference cases being no
fin and straight fin configurations. This is followed by a detailed
parametric study of the fin parameters—including the fin height,
fin pitch number, and fin thickness—to maximize the thermal per-
formance of the LHTES unit. The emerging trends in accelerating
the uptake of solar energy as a clean and sustainable energy pro-
duction pathway require studies that point toward the develop-
ment of fast-responsive PCMs during charge-discharge cycles.

2. Problem Description
A double-pipe heat storage system equipped with twisted fins is
studied during the solidification process. The length of the heat
storage unit is 250 mm while the inner and outer tube diameters
are 20 and 40 mm, respectively. The system is compared with a
double-pipe system with uniform fins and without fins. Figure 1a
shows the schematic of the system with twisted fins. Four twisted
fins are attached to the inner tube. The PCM is located in the outer
pipe while the heat-transfer fluid (HTF) is passed through the in-
ner tube. The boundary conditions and gravity direction are also
displayed in Fig. 1. The system is placed vertically to better present
the proposed geometry, as shown in Fig. 1b. The system with uni-
form straight fins is also displayed in Fig. 1c.

Water with a uniform inlet temperature of 15◦C and Reynolds
number of 1000 is passed through the tube to gain heat from the
PCM. The outer tube and the sides of the heat exchanger in con-
tact with the PCM are considered insulated to eliminate the ef-
fect of heat loss. A pressure outlet boundary condition is assumed
for the outlet surface of the central tube, and a no-slip boundary
condition is considered for all the walls. Effects of different geo-
metrical parameters of the twisted fins including the height and
thickness of the fins as well as the pitch number of twisted fins are
examined to obtain the optimum configuration. Table 1 shows the
properties of the RT35 PCM.

3. Mathematical Modeling
The enthalpy–porosity approach is incorporated to estimate the
phase change process (Sardari et al., 2020). The natural convec-
tion flow of the melted PCM occurring due to the buoyancy force

Figure 1: Schematic of the system with (a) twisted fins including
boundary conditions, (b) twisted fins in vertical placement, and (c)
straight fins in vertical placement.

is transient and laminar. The Boussinesq approximation is used to
predict the temperature-based density variation. Viscous dissipa-
tion is also neglected due to the low velocities of the molten PCM.
Considering the above assumptions, the governing equations are
as follows (Shahsavar et al., 2021):

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇.ρ�V = 0, (1)

ρ
∂�V
∂t

+ ρ
(
�V.∇)

�V = −∇P + μ
(∇2�V

) − Am
(1 − λ)2

λ3 + 0.001
�V

− ρrefβ (T − Tref ) �g, (2)

ρCp∂T
∂t

+ ∇ (
ρCp�VT

) = −
[

∂ρλLf

∂t
+ ∇ (

ρ�VλLf
)] + ∇ (k∇T ) . (3)

The momentum sink for the phase change in the mushy zone is
represented as the third term on the right-hand side of Equation
(2). The volume expansion due to change in the PCM from solid
to liquid state is neglected in this research, and Am was consid-
ered 10−5 (Fadl & Eames, 2019). For the water flow simulation in
the inner tube, similar governing equations are employed, ignor-
ing the body forces and phase change equation. λ is introduced as
(Al-Abidi et al., 2013a)

λ = �H
Lf

=
{

0 i fT < Ts
(T − Ts )
(TL − Ts )

i fTs < T < TL 1 i fT > TL

}
. (4)

A detailed description of the mathematical model can be found
in the authors’ previous work (Sardari et al., 2020; Shahsavar et al.,
2021). The total enthalpy (H) is expressed as:

H = href +
∫ T

Tref

CpdT + λLf , (5)

where href denotes the specific enthalpy at the standard temper-
ature of 298 K.
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Table 1: Characteristic values of RT35 PCM (Rubitherm, 2020).

Property
μ

(Ns m−2) β (K−1)
Cp

(kJ kg−1 K−1)
K

(W m−1 K−1) (kg m−3)
Lf

(kJ kg−1) TL (◦C) Ts (◦C)

Values 0.023 0.0006 2.0 0.2 815 170 35 29

Figure 2: Independency test results for (a) the mesh density and (b) the timestep size.

The solidification or discharging rate Q̇ is introduced as (Xu et
al., 2017)

Q̇ = Q
ts

= m
(∫

S CpdT + Lf + ∫
L CpdT

)
ts

, (6)

where ts is the solidification time, and m is the mass of PCM.

4. Numerical Modeling and Validation
The simulation is performed in ANSYS-Fluent software employ-
ing the QUICK scheme for the diffusion fluxes and convection and
PRESTO scheme for the pressure correction equation. The conver-
gence criteria of 10−6 is also assumed. Different mesh elements
and time-step sizes are evaluated so that the results are uncon-
ditional to grid density and time step. Grids with N = 1100 000,
1410 000, and 1940 000 cell elements are generated for the grid
independence analysis shown in Fig. 2a. The mesh with the cell
number of 1410 000 is selected since the results are identical to
those of 1940 000 meshes. As also illustrated in Fig. 2b, three dif-
ferent timestep sizes of 0.05, 0.10, and 0.20 s are examined for
the selected grid. The results show that the variations of liquid
fraction for all the studied sizes of time step are similar and, as a
result, the time step size of 0.20 s is selected to reduce the com-
putational time.

To validate the proposed numerical model during the solid-
ification, these results are compared with Al-Abidi et al. ex-
perimental investigation (Al-Abidi et al., 2014). They examined
the temperature distribution of PCM in a triple-pipe PCM-based
heat exchanger which was equipped with fins in the longitu-
dinal direction. They employed 15 thermocouples to measure
the temperature in different locations. Figure 3 shows the ge-
ometry studied by Al-Abidi et al. (2014) as well as the locations
of thermocouples which are used as predefined points in the
numerical model to capture the temperature to validate the
model.

Figure 3: A schematic of the simulated geometry for the model
verification proposed in the study of Al-Abidi et al. (2014).

As illustrated in Fig. 4 which shows the mean temperature vari-
ation, there is a good agreement between this study and those
reported by Al-Abidi et al. (2014). This indicates that this model
accurately predicts the solidification process relative to the ex-
perimental data.

5. Results and Discussion
Simulations have been performed to investigate the potential of
expediting the energy-retrieval rate from the PCM during the so-
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Figure 4: Benchmarking of the solver with the experimental results
reported by Al-Abidi et al. (2014).

lidification mode via twisted fins in a vertical double-tube con-
tainment system. The research mainly explores three cases: no
fins, straight fins, and twisted fins. The total mass of PCM is main-
tained equal to 0.335 kg in all the proposed cases to allow for
making meaningful comparisons in terms of the storage perfor-
mance indexes. Three essential indexes were adopted for perfor-
mance assessment: solidifying-front evolution contours, isotherm
distribution contours, and timewise solidifying-front profiles. In
all the considered cases, it is assumed that the scenario to reach
the whole solidification status is started when the PCM at start-
ing temperature (Tint = 50◦C K) is designated to be higher than the
PCM liquidus temperature (Tl = 35 K) to make sure that the PCM
solidification was starting from a fully liquid phase. Meanwhile,
the HTF (water) is circulating at a lower temperature (i.e., 323 K) to
achieve the required cooling load. This in turn helps the solidifica-
tion of PCM next to the thermally active partitions in the domain,
so that the PCM molecules closest to the cooling partitions pro-
voke the completion of solidification earlier than the other PCM
parts. From the obtained results, it is evident that the inclusion
of twisted or straight fins facilitates quicker heat-retrieval rates
from the PCM by circulating HTF on the shell side—resulting in
an improved energy retrieval process throughout the whole TES
unit.

5.1. Impact of applying twisted fins
A parametric analysis has been conducted to evaluate the per-
formance of twisted fins during the solidification process as com-
pared to other cases being no fins and straight fins. Figure 5 shows
the liquid-fraction contours, including the solidifying fronts (in
light green) for the cases of no fins, straight fins, and twisted fins
at five unique vertical positions during six solidification durations
of 600, 1200, 1800, 2400, 3000, and 3600 s. In the early duration
(i.e., 600 s), solidifying fronts that are marked in light green re-
semble homogeneous circles, equivalent in the vertical direction
in the case of no fins. Adding fins, particularly twisted fins, re-
sults in an increase in the size of solidifying layers (blue areas)
between and around the fin zones (see Fig. 5). Due to the fact that
only thin solid layers could be formed during this time duration,
the fronts are rarely observed to be moving apart during this dura-
tion. With passing to the second duration (i.e., 1200 s), the shapes

of solidifying fronts become increasingly deformed, particularly in
cases involving fins. This is because of heat-removal rates at the
cooling walls, which continue to rise as time further progresses.
The same figure shows that the size of the solidifying layers (blue
zones) seems to be expanding progressively toward the bottom
at the third duration of the 1800 s. The reason is that convection
plays a vital role in the upper half of the domain than it does in the
bottom half. Twisted fins, on the other hand, profit from the fact
that it provides better heat diffusion to the PCM parts far away
from the thermally-active walls, so the solidifying layers expand
in size more quickly during the later duration (i.e., 2400 s). By in-
creasing the distortion of the solidifying front in the presence of
twisted fins compared to straight fins, natural convection plays
a greater role. This is because the flow-resisting forces produced
by twisted fins are less influenced as they have their own flow-
aiding structure, which makes them more favorable than straight
fins in promoting heat transfer by natural convection. During the
last durations (i.e., 3000 and 3600 s), the liquid-fraction field turns
entirely into a solid phase in the bottom section of the domain
owing to the little function of convection in this region but is de-
layed in the upper section due to the greater local convection.
In conclusion, when twisted fins are applied while retaining a
constant total mass of PCM, solidifying fronts move more rapidly
than when straight fins are applied under the same thermofluidic
conditions.

The isotherm progression for the three different cases investi-
gated in this section (i.e., no fins, straight fins, and twisted fins)
throughout the six durations of solidification (600, 1200, 1800,
2400, 3000, and 3600 s) is demonstrated in Fig. 6. At first glance,
it seems that the low-temperature isotherms around 300 K (the
blue regions) appear to be the leading band throughout the whole
cavity in all the cases investigated at the early durations (600–
1800 s). This is attributed to the major portion of PCM being liq-
uid throughout these durations. As such, there is little influence
of solidification on the isotherm distribution, and the isotherms
between and in close proximity to the fin ligaments seem to be
almost identical in their behavior and appearance. The isotherms
with higher temperatures exceeding 305 K (turquoise regions) be-
gin to gradually diminish somewhat across the domain, especially
in the cases with fins during the subsequent durations (2400–3000
s). During this duration, the cooling impact of the HTF on the PCM
solidifying behavior becomes more effective, causing the solidify-
ing layer to become larger and eventually occupy the whole do-
main. Furthermore, the presence of fins contributes to improv-
ing the heat release from the PCM towards the HTF as it allows
for more efficient communication between the farther PCM lay-
ers from the thermally active walls and the HTF. In contrast to
the base case with no fins, there seems to be a greater shrinkage
of isotherms at high temperatures (the red zone) in the cases with
fins. This is especially true while heading downward. The implica-
tions of this include that convection currents have little influence
in the case of fins, especially in the upper region of the domain as
compared to conduction heat transfer. The isotherms seem to be
more uniform and persistent in their shape and behavior through-
out the last duration (i.e., 3600 s). However, in cases with fins, the
isotherms appear to be less uniform and inconsistent during the
preceding durations, especially in the bottom region of the do-
main. Because of the predominant role of heat conduction in this
location, the solidification process is completed sooner relative to
other locations. Indeed, the presence of twisted fins contributes to
the dominating role of heat conduction by virtue of their curved
shapes, which restricts the role of natural convection but largely
aids the overall heat-transfer process during solidification.
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Figure 5: The contours of liquid-fraction evolution for different arrangements of no fins, straight fins, and twisted fins at distinct durations of the
solidification process.

The temporal behavior of the PCM liquid fraction and the av-
erage PCM temperature have also been analyzed to better under-
stand the prospects of solidification intensification by employing
twisted fins. Figure 7 depicts the liquid fraction as a function of
time during solidification for the three different configurations.
Among the three cases investigated, the twisted fin arrangement
has the most potential to intensify the solidification progression.
The figure also indicates that the twisted fins provide a more fa-
vorable boost to the PCM solidifying rate than other cases un-
der the same PCM mass constraints. According to the data from
Table 2, the solidification time can be reduced from 5686 to 3644
s by employing the twisted fins compared to the base case of no
fins—which is about a 36% time-saving. In addition, the twisted
fins have the potential to lower the solidification time by about
13% compared to the case of straight fins. In terms of heat-

removal rate, the twisted fins can remove 11.28 W of heat from
PCM, while this value is 9.91 and 7.28 W in straight fins and no
fins cases, respectively. These data imply that the heat-discharge
rate increases by about 55 and 36% for twisted fins and straight
fins as compared to the baseline case of no fins, respectively.

Figure 8 displays the PCM temperature variation during solidifi-
cation mode for the three configurations. As seen in this figure, the
minimum temperature of PCM is attained in the case of twisted
fins within a shorter time as compared to other cases. This indi-
cates that the time required to achieve the minimum solidification
temperature is significantly reduced by using twisted fins in place
of straight fins or no fins. The reason is that the employment of
twisted fins typically provides faster rates of heat transport from
the PCM towards the cooling walls—resulting in earlier termina-
tion of the PCM solidification process.
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Figure 6. The contours of temperature distribution for different patterns of no fins, straight fins, and twisted fins at distinct durations of the
solidification process.

Figure 7: The temporal profiles of PCM liquid-fraction for three different
cases: no fins, straight fins, and twisted fins.

Table 2: The solidification time and heat-retrieval rates for three
different cases: no fins, straight fins, and twisted fins.

Fin type
Solidification

time (s)
Heat-retrieval rate during

solidification time (W)

No fins 5686 7.28
Straight fins 4189 9.91
Twisted fins 3644 11.28

5.2. Impact of twisted-fin height
Figure 9 shows the liquid-fraction contours for the cases of
twisted fins with a fin height of 2.5 and 7.5 mm during six so-
lidification durations of 600, 1200, 1800, 2400, 3000, and 3600 s. As
the fin height rises, there is a visible distortion in the solidifying
front’s shape due to the greater heat retrieval from the PCM. As
seen in this figure, the size of the solidifying layers (blue zones)
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Figure 8: The temporal profiles of the average PCM temperature for
three different cases: no fins, straight fins, and twisted fins.

seems to steadily rise towards the bottom at the initial durations
of 600–1800 s. The major portion of the TES unit exhibits a quicker
completion of solidification near and between the fin ligaments at
a fin height of 7.5 mm due to an improvement in the heat diffu-
sion in these regions. Due to the detrimental effect of fins on the
buoyant flow of liquid PCMs in these regions, convection is pro-
jected to play a minimal role in the heat-transfer process. By im-
proving the height of twisted fins from 2.5 to 7.5 mm at the later
durations of 1800–2400 s, the twisting fins promote heat diffusion

in both the vertical and angular directions, giving the solidifying
front the ability to travel faster through the whole PCM domain.
Therefore, the solidification process is terminated earlier (i.e., 3000
s) at the fin height of 7.5 mm. In this case, the larger surface area
of twisted fins contributes to enhanced heat transport by conduc-
tion between the different components of the PCM. Meanwhile,
this limits the contribution of natural convection due to the higher
generated flow-resistant forces as the fin height increases.

Figure 10 compares the temperature fields for the cases of
twisted fins with a fin height of 2.5 and 7.5 mm over six different
durations. A little change in the distribution of isotherms may be
seen as the fin height increases during the early durations (600–
1800 s), indicating that a significant portion of PCM has not yet
solidified and hence cannot be clearly identified. However, as time
progresses to 1800–2400 s, the size of the solidifying layer grows as
a result of the increased heat removal from the PCM that occurs as
a result of the presence of a greater fin height. According to the re-
sults, the impact of increasing the fin height is more visible as the
solidification time further advances. Latent TES units during so-
lidification are often characterized by the predominance of gravity
over buoyancy in terms of the flow of liquid PCM inside them. The
reason is that the higher density of solid PCM compared to liquid
negatively affects natural convection, thus decreasing the rate of
solidification in the top regions. Due to the downward direction of
gravity, cooler liquid PCM layers that appear around the fin liga-
ments move to the lower regions, causing more heat removal from
solid PCM to the liquid PCM and thus increasing the rate of so-

Figure 9: Liquid-fraction contours for fin heights (H = 2.5 and 7.5 mm) over different solidification durations.
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Figure 10: Temperature distribution contours for fin heights (H = 2.5 and 7.5 mm) over different solidification durations.

Figure 11: The temporal profiles of PCM liquid fraction for three
different cases of twisted-fin height.

lidification in the lower portions of the domain. This results in a
greater temperature differential across the lower portions of the
domain with an earlier solidification termination, as evidenced in
Fig. 9, by comparing isotherms of the 7.5 mm fin height to those
of 2.5 mm at 3000 s.

Figure 11 illustrates the temporal variation in the liquid-
fraction profile for various fin heights. As seen in this figure, the
PCM with a greater fin height takes less time to fully solidify (less
than 3000 s) than that for the other cases. This is attributed to

Table 3: The heat-retrieval rates during 3600 s of solidification for
three different cases of twisted-fin height.

Fin height (H) Heat-retrieval rate

2.5 mm 9.98 W
5.0 mm 10.70 W
7.5 mm 11.37 W

the fact that by increasing the fin height, the volume occupied by
the fins inside the PCM domain increases—resulting in a larger
heat-exchange area of twisted fins with a lower amount of PCM
that can be contained by the TES unit. Consequently, the case of
twisted fins with a height of 7.5 mm is the best case among the
considered cases. The data from Table 3 shows that the highest
heat-retrieval rate is due to both the effects of the heat-exchange
area and the amount of PCM in charge. Twisted fins with 7.5 mm
fin height are capable of removing 11.37 W of heat from PCM,
whereas other cases of fin heights being 5.0 and 2.5 mm are capa-
ble of removing 10.70 and 9.98 W, respectively. This indicates that
the heat-discharge rate rises by about 7.2 and 13.8% when twisted
fins with a height of 7.5 mm are used compared to 5.0 and 2.5 mm
cases.

Figure 12 displays the PCM temperature variation of twisted
fins during solidification mode for the three fin heights. Increasing
the height of twisted fins does not have a significant effect during
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Figure 12: The temporal profiles of the average PCM temperature for
different cases of twisted-fin height.

the early stages of solidification (i.e., 600–1200 s). Although it is
not immediately visible at first glance, the difference in the aver-
age temperature becomes more evident as time progresses when
the fin height is increased from 2.5 to 5.0 m and 7.5 mm. The av-
erage temperature can be reduced to its lowest possible value in
a shorter time by increasing the fin height so that quicker heat-
discharge rates from the PCM can be achieved—leading to faster
solidification.

5.3. Impact of fin pitch number
Figure 13 shows the liquid-fraction contours for the effect of pitch
number in the case of twisted fins during six solidification dura-
tions of 600, 1200, 1800, 2400, 3000, and 3600 s. In the early du-
ration of 600–1200 s, the solidifying fronts (light green) virtually
took the form of waving lines parallel to the fin walls. As seen in
this figure, increasing the pitch number of fins improves the solid-
ifying layers (blue zones) during the same time. The twisted fins
showed significant displacement in terms of the solidifying front
during the subsequent period of 1800–2400 s). The difference be-
tween the two cases of fin pitch in terms of the amount of the
solidified PCM is more noticeable as compared to that in the pre-
ceding period. The more closely spaced fin by increasing the fin
pitch provides a larger heat diffusion in a specific volume so that
faster rates of solidification are achieved. This behavior is partic-
ularly obvious during the final duration (i.e., 3000–3600 s). Due to
the higher heat diffusion by twisted fins at a pitch number of 3,
the PCM takes a shorter time to solidify due to the larger amount
of solidified PCM generated near and around the fin walls.

Figure 14 compares the isotherm distributions for the case of
twisted fins with two different fin pitches. At the initial duration
of 600–1200 s, the isotherms grouped as condensed lines paral-
lel to the fin walls. This is because pure conduction dominates
heat transport during this period. As such, the heat removal from
liquid PCM via the circulating HTF is governed by conduction,
and the change of fin pitch has no major influence on isotherm

Figure 13: Liquid-fraction contours for fin pitch numbers (P = 1 and 3) over different solidification durations.
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Figure 14: Temperature distribution contours for fin pitch numbers (P = 1 and 3) over different solidification durations.

distribution patterns. However, the isotherms began to move in
less uniform patterns after 1800 s, indicating the appearance of a
role for natural convection in the heat-transmission process. This
distribution pattern was more pronounced in twisted fins with
a smaller fin pitch. Although twisted fins with smaller pitches
may improve natural convection, which serves as an additional
source of heat removal from the liquid PCM, conduction remains
the dominating heat-transport mechanism throughout the solid-
ification process. This can be seen during the final melting dura-
tion (i.e., 3000–3600 s). Isotherms seem to be more uniform and
consistent in color compared to the earlier solidifying durations,
as a sign of the dominating role of conduction. Compared to the
fin pitch of 1, twisted fins with a pitch of 3 appear to have more
uniform isotherms with lower temperatures below 320 K (the
blue zones) at most parts of the PCM domain during this dura-
tion of the process. This suggests that increasing the fin pitch re-
sults in closer fins that in turn aid faster heat-removal rates and
consequently lower PCM temperatures during the solidification
mode.

Figures 15 and 16 show the influence of fin pitches on the tem-
poral liquid-fraction profile and the PCM temperature variation
during solidification. As seen in Fig. 15, the liquid-fraction rate
decreases as fin pitch increases. When fin pitch increases from
1 to 2 and from 1 to 3, the solidifying time decreases from 3600
s to about 3500 and 3200 s, respectively. Therefore, increasing the
fin pitch from 1 to 2 decreases the solidifying time by ∼3%, while

Figure 15: The temporal profiles of PCM liquid-fraction for three
different cases of twisted-fin pitch number.

increasing the pitch from 1 to 3 reduces the solidifying time by
∼11%. This implies that changing the fin pitch from 1 to 2 has a
negligible impact on the PCM solidifying rate. Table 4 shows that
the highest heat-retrieval rate for a pitch number of 3 is due to the
higher heat-transfer area—corresponding to 11.60 W as compared
to 11.37 and 11.25 W for pitch numbers of 2 and 1, respectively.
This data indicates that the heat-removal rate can be improved
by ∼3.2 and ∼1.0% compared to the base case of P = 1. In Fig. 15,
it is observed that increasing the pitch number from 1 to 3 results
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Figure 16: The temporal profiles of the average PCM temperature for
three different cases of twisted-fin pitch number.

Table 4: The heat-retrieval rates during 3600 s of solidification for
three different cases of twisted-fin pitch number.

Pitch number (P) Heat-retrieval rate

1 11.25 W
2 11.37 W
3 11.60 W

in a significant temperature reduction but decreasing the pitch
number from 2 to 3 results in a moderate reduction in the tem-
perature. This is attributed to an increased heat exchange area
between the HTF tube and the PCM, which is achieved by minimiz-
ing the gaps between twisted fins. Consequently, the highest pos-
sible fin pitch is favored for improving the solidification capacity
of PCM.

5.4. Impact of fin thickness
Figure 17 shows the liquid-fraction contours for the effect of fin
thickness in the case of twisted fins during six solidification du-
rations of 600, 1200, 1800, 2400, 3000, and 3600 s. In the early
duration of 600–1200 s, solidifying fronts (light green) appear to
show larger waving along with forming distinct wave lines paral-
lel to the fin walls. Increasing the fin thickness during this time
appears to favor thicker solidifying layers (blue zones). The solid-
ifying front proceeded to move significantly faster away from the
twisted fin ligaments during 1800–2400 s. The difference in solid-
ified PCM layers between the two cases of fin thickness is more
pronounced than the previous duration. Increasing the fin thick-
ness from 0.5 to 1.5 mm does not bring significant improvement to
the solidification evolution during the whole process. The reason
would be that employing thicker fins turns the spaces between
them to be smaller. Thus, there is less volume available for ac-
commodating the PCM between the fins, which aids the system to
finish the solidifying process within shorter times. This behavior
is more pronounced during the final duration of 3000–3600 s such
that increasing fin thickness to 1.5 mm helps earlier termination
of PCM solidification.

Figure 18 compares the isotherm distributions for the case of
twisted fins with two different fin thicknesses. During the early
duration of 600–1200 s, isotherms appear to be parallel and al-
most unified in color within the PCM domain due to conduc-
tion being the predominant mode of heat transfer. A change in
fin thickness has no significant effect on the isotherm distribu-
tion patterns because conduction primarily governs heat removal

from unsolidified PCM. In the second duration of 1800–2400 s,
the isotherms begin to shift the major domain into more blue
parts showing that natural convection began to play a role in heat
transport. Fins with a smaller thickness show more prominent
green zones in this distribution pattern. The reason for this is at-
tributed to larger spaces for the buoyancy-driven flow of liquid
PCM and better natural convection in twisted fins with smaller
thicknesses. However, conduction remains the dominant heat-
transport method during the whole process so that the changes in
isotherm distribution patterns remain almost small or not signif-
icant between the two considered cases of fin thicknesses. These
effects are more obvious in the final duration (i.e., 3000–3600 s).
In comparison to previous solidifying durations, isotherms ap-
pear to be more uniform and stable in their color—indicating
the dominance of conduction especially when the fin thickness
is 1.5 mm, which appears to have a more uniform isotherm
distribution.

Figures 19 and 20 depict the temporal liquid-fraction evolu-
tion and average PCM temperature of twisted fins with three
different thicknesses during the solidification mode. The liquid-
fraction evolution and PCM temperature are marginally affected
by the fin thickness. As seen in Fig. 19, the solidifying time is
around 3500 s for all fin thicknesses. This suggests that the
PCM solidifying rate is not much affected by altering the fin
thickness in the range of 0.5–1.5 mm. Table 5 shows that the
fin thickness of 1.5 mm exhibits the highest heat-transmission
area and heat-retrieval rate. In this case, PCM is faster cooled
by twisted fins at the heat-retrieval rate of 11.47 W, while the
other two cases with fin thickness of 0.5 and 1 mm can remove
heat at lower rates of 11.37 and 11.25 W, respectively. There-
fore, twisted fins with 1.5 and 1 mm thickness can improve
heat removal by 2.1 and 1.2% compared to 0.5 mm, thickness,
respectively.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, the discharging performance of RT35 PCM in a
three-dimensional shell-and-tube LHTES system with the pres-
ence of twisted-fin arrays was numerically investigated. The sys-
tem equipped with twisted tape was evaluative compared with
the system with uniform longitudinal fins and a system without
fins. The results showed that proceeding with time, the solidi-
fying layer expanded quickly to the bottom part of the domain
in case of twisted-fin configuration as compared to no fins and
straight fin cases due to more effective conduction in this region.
As such, the discharging time of the twisted fin was 36 and 13%
lower than that for the systems with the no-fin case and straight
fins. Moreover, the heat-removal rate for the system with twisted
fins was reduced by 12 and 35.5% in comparison with the sys-
tem equipped with straight fins and no-fins. Upon the success-
ful outcome of the proposed concept, a parametric analysis was
performed to estimate the effect of fin height, fin pitch num-
ber, and fin thickness – in the case of twisted-fin arrangement –
on the liquid fraction, isotherm distribution contours, solidifica-
tion time, and heat-transfer rate. The increase in the fin height
from 2.5 to 7.5 mm was associated with a better heat diffusion
in both vertical and angular directions due to a larger surface
area of twisted fins—contributing to the enhancement in the con-
duction heat transfer in the PCM while minimizing the natural
convection by the generated flow-resistant forces. This was ev-
idenced by comparing the contours of temperature distribution
for these cases. As a case in point, the heat-retrieval rate was in-
creased from 10.0 to 11.4 W and the discharging time was de-
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Figure 17: Liquid-fraction contours for fin thicknesses (T = 0.5 and 1.5 mm) over different solidification durations.

creased from above 3600 to 2880 s by increasing the fin height
from 2.5 to 7.5 mm. The heat-discharge rate and solidification
time were improved by the pitch number which is less effective
compared with that of the fin height. The increase in the pitch
number from 1 to 3 intensified the heat-removal rate by ∼3% and
reduced the solidification time by ∼9%. In the case of fin thickness,
the results demonstrated a marginal improvement in the heat-
retrieval rate and discharging time by increasing the fin thick-
ness. The charging/discharging performance of twisted-fin config-
uration can be further enhanced by changing the arrangement of

twisted fins (staggered versus non-staggered alignment), consid-
ering the non-uniform fin length, and adding porosity to the fin
surface—recommendations for future topics in this realm. Fur-
thermore, the effective parameters can be optimized as a further
investigation using computational intelligence algorithms such as
monarch butterfly optimization (Wang et al., 2019), earthworm op-
timization algorithm (Ghosh & Roy, 2019), elephant herding opti-
mization (Wang et al., 2015), etc., to further enhance the perfor-
mance of thermal storage unit.
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Figure 18: Temperature distribution contours for fin thicknesses (T = 0.5 and 1.5 mm) over different solidification durations.

Figure 19: The temporal profiles of PCM liquid-fraction for three
different cases of twisted-fin thickness.

Figure 20: The temporal profiles of the average PCM temperature for
three different cases of twisted-fin thickness.

Table 5: The heat-retrieval rates during 3600 s of solidification for
three different cases of twisted-fin thickness.

Fin thickness (T) Heat-retrieval rate

0.5 mm 11.25 W
1.0 mm 11.37 W
1.5 mm 11.47 W
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